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ABSTRACT 
Research on shopping centre valuation has evolved from the beginning ofthis 
decade. Since then, many empirical studies have been conducted, mainly in United 
States, to examine the determinants of shopping centre rents. In Hong Kong, the 
Rating and Valuation Department has also developed mathematical model to estimate 
rateable values of tenements in the 1994/95 General Revaluation. 
This study presents the empirical examination of the determinants of shopping 
centre rents in the central business district of Hong Kong. The multiple linear 
regression approach has been adopted to test the relationship between shopping centre 
rents and various independent variables, which can be classified as physical, business 
and lease factors. The results indicate that the rents of retail shop in shopping centre 
are influenced by a total of eighteen variables from these three categories. The 
findings provide insights for real estate professionals in the market and leasing 
strategy analysis of shopping centres. 
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The robust economic performance of Hong Kong since 1980's has created 
substantial wealth for the Hong Kong people. With improved general income level, 
people are willing to increase their consumption and improve their living standards. 
As a result, the retail sales in Hong Kong have witnessed strong growth in the last two 
decades with an annual compounded growth rate of 12.79% in the past five years and 
reachingatotal ofHK$210,562 million in 1995. 
The growth of the retail sector is accompanied by a shift in the shopping habit 
of Hong Kong people from the traditional department stores to shopping centres. 
After the completion of the first shopping centre in Hong Kong, Union House or 
better known as 'Swire House', in 1960, shopping centres of various sizes have been 
built over the Hong Kong territory. In 1995, the total gross floor area of shopping 
centres in Hong Kong, with size greater than 100,000 sq.ft., amounts to some 26 
million sq.ft. Another 11 million sq.ft. of shopping centres are to be completed 
between 1996 and 2000. Hence, shopping centres are playing an increasingly 
important role in the Hong Kong retail sector. This prompts the need to explore the 
demand of tenants for shopping centres in Hong Kong. 
2 
Background of Shopping Centre Research 
A shopping centre is defined as 'a group of commercial establishments 
planned, developed, owned, and managed as a unit in location, size, and type of shops 
to the trade area it serves'/ Thus, a shopping centre is more than a collection of retail 
uses. It reflects a unified architectural design as well as management services, and 
strives for a synergism beyond the underlying retail and service activities. 
Research on shopping centres has evolved over the past sixty years into four 
broad areas, namely central place theory, retail agglomeration economics, retail 
demand externalities and valuation of shopping centres and their leases.^ Each of 
these areas reveals certain characteristics of shopping centres, and provides 
justification for their existence and development. This research focuses on the last 
category, that is shopping centre valuation. 
Empirical research examining the determinants of shopping centre rents is 
quite limited. Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans^ first tested the rent trade-off between 
base rent and ‘overage rent,, better known as 'tumover rent’ in Hong Kong, in 
shopping centres. Following on the above study, Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans^ later 
developed a hedonic model to study rent determinants of shopping centre for 
homogeneous retailers in an imperfectly competitive market. The latter study was 
1 Urban Land Institute, Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers, Washington, D.C.: Urban Land 
Institute, 1990, pp. 3. 
2 Eppli, M.J. and Benjamin, J.D., The Evolution ofShopping Center Research: A Review and Analysis, 
Journal of Real Estate Research, 9，1, Winter 1994, pp. 6-7. 
3 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, C.F., Retail Leasing: The Determinants of Shopping 
Center Rents, AREUEA Journal, 18, 3, 1990, pp. 302-312. 
4 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, C.F., Price Discrimination in Shopping Center Leases, 
Journal of Urban Economics, 32, 1992, pp. 299-3 17. 
3 
intended to examine whether tenant characteristics, such as default probability and 
customer traffic-generating potential, were taken into consideration in setting 
discriminatory rental rates. 
Later, Sirmans and Guidry^ studied the relationship between shopping centre 
rents and variables representing customer drawing power, like type of anchor tenants, 
shopping centre size, age of centre, and design. Furthermore, the study also explored 
the influence of location and general economic conditions on shopping centre rents. 
Along a similar track, Gatzlaff, Sirmans and Diskin^ examined the effect of a 
loss of an anchor tenant on the rental rates of the remaining tenants. Consistent with 
Sirmans and Guidry, the study also measured the relationship between consumer 
drawing power and shopping centre rents. 
In investigating the leasing decision of tenants between renewal and new 
letting, Fisher and Lentz^ undertook an empirical test to estimate the business value of 
shopping centres. The study tested the relationship of rental level and lease renewals 
in shopping centre environment. 
Generally speaking, empirical research on shopping centre leasing strategy has 
revealed rational retailer behaviour. In the foregoing studies, shopping centre rents 
are found to be related to the physical features of the shopping centres, as reflected in 
their customer drawing power. The nature of tenants has also been shown to bear 
5 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., The Determinants of Shopping Center Rents, Journal ofReal Estate 
Research, 8，1, Winter 1993, pp. 107-115. 
6 Gatzlaff, D.H., Sirmans, G.S. and Diskin, B.A., The Effect of Anchor Tenant Loss on Shopping 
Center Rents, Journal ofReal Estate Research, 9, 1, Winter 1994, pp. 99-110. 
7 Fisher, J.D., and Lentz, G.H., Business Enterprise Value in Shopping Malls: An Empirical Test, 
Journal of Real Estate Research, 5, 1，Spring 1990, pp. 167-175. 
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significant relationship with the rents that they pay. Some of the lease provisions are 
demonstrated to influence the shopping centre rents as well. 
Aim of Research Study 
Although most of the above research studies have focused on the 
characteristics of shopping centres in United States, they have established a solid 
foundation for developing this study on shopping centre valuation in Hong Kong. 
The aim of the current study is: 
1. to identify the significant determinants of shopping centre rents; 
2. to measure the influence of individual determinant on shopping centre rents; and 
3. to examine the leasing strategy of tenants in shopping centre. 
From the analysis of a sample of 405 sets of tenancy information in nine prime 
commercial buildings in Central, insights on the attributes of a shopping centre 
desired by a tenant can be provided to assist developers in planning their future 
projects. 
Plan of Research Report 
Following the introduction of this research study, the fundamental economic 
theories on the characteristics of real property and property market are discussed in 
Chapter II. Previous literature on shopping centre valuation and practical application 
5 
of the Rating and Valuation Department of Hong Kong will be reviewed as well. In 
Chapter III, the methodology adopted in this sUidy to analyse the shopping centre 
characteristics in the central business district of Hong Kong will be outlined. 
Moreover, the dependent and independent variables for developing the multiple linear 
regression model will be defined. The findings of the regression analysis will be 
presented in Chapter IV. The various significant rent determinants identified in the 
regression model will be discussed as well. Finally, conclusion will be made in 
Chapter V to give a summary of this research study. 
6 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
This chapter gives a synopsis of the nature of real property and real 
property market. The concept ofeconomic rent is also explored. This is followed 
by a review of the various studies on the determination of the rent of retail 
properties. The methodology adopted by the Rating and Valuation Department of 
Hong Kong in assessing the rateable values of shop tenement is examined. 
T anH and Real Property 
According to Mitchell v Mosley\ land includes the surface and all that is 
above, such as houses and trees, and all that is below, like mines, earth, clay and the 
like. In law, it includes physical things, such as fixtures and things growing naturally 
on the land, and also certain ‘incorporeal, rights, such as easements. From the view of 
economics，land is a factor of production, comprising ‘all the free gifts of nature, 
1 [1914] 1 Ch 438,CA. 
7 
which yield an income ...,, but excluding ‘sunshine, rain and other natural agents, 
2 
which assist in production, since they are not in anyone's ownership and control ' . 
As a scarce resource, land as a whole is virtually fixed in supply. However, 
its quantity may vary slightly by coastal erosion, flooding, reclamation and the like. 
Land as a gift of the nature, being the benefits of climate, aspect, situation and so on 
that come from the exclusive ownership as well as the use of a site or of mineral 
deposits, is fixed. 
Despite the overall fixed stock of land, the stock of a particular type of land is 
elastic. The stock of land available for any individual use depends on the pure land 
requirements of that use and the proportion of total land stock currently employed in 
that use. The forces of supply and demand can shift the use of land from one to 
another. 
A unique characteristic of land is that no cost is incurred in its production. It 
is already in existence and awaiting employment. As a result, an increase in land 
value must represent an increase in the wealth of individual landowners without the 
performance of any equivalent service on their part. 
Pure land is totally durable and indestructible. This durability enables the 
right to use the property to be separated from its ownership, and allows a variety of 
interests to exist over the same piece of property at the same time. Such characteristic 
is further enhanced by the generally long life of the improvements on land, that is, the 
buildings. 
2 Caincross, A., Introduction to Economics, 5th ed., London: Butterworth & Co (Publishers) Ltd, 1973, 
pp. 53. 
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Property is deemed ‘real’ if the court will restore to a dispossessed owner the 
thing itself, the 'res'^, and not merely give compensation for the loss, and the action is 
an action in rern, or a real action.^ In general, all interests in land are real properties, 
and the distinction between real and personal property is roughly equivalent to the 
distinction between immovables and movables, or between land and chattels. 
Real property is fixed in location by definition. The immobile nature makes it 
distinguishable from other types of property. It is also this characteristic, which 
results in similar properties in different locations having substantially different values. 
Although real property is physically immobile, it is relatively mobile among certain 
different uses. 
No two pieces of real property are exactly alike. Every parcel is unique and 
different from other parcels in certain aspects, such as fertility，location, topography 
and view. Significance is, therefore, attached to the physical and locational 
differences of land, which imply that, unlike homogeneous stocks, each real property 
should be valued individually. 
Characteristics of Real Property Market 
The real property market can be regarded as an arrangement, by which buyers 
and sellers of real property are brought together to fix a price, at which a particular 
3 A Latin term meaning a ‘thing，. 
4 A Latin expression used to indicate an action taken against no specific person, but rather "against the 
world". 
5 Shum, C., General Principles of Hong Kong Law, Hong Kong: Longman Group (Far East) Ltd, 1992, 
pp. 245. 
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property can be exchanged.^ It is an abstract term denoting all transactions of real 
property over time. The market does not confine to a certain physical form and shape. 
It is not organised, and is diffuse in location. On the other hand, land prices, in terms 
of both capital value and rent, are determined by means of price mechanism through 
the interaction of demand and supply. 
Unlike the stock market, the real property market is ubiquitous. There is no 
formally organised market place, where prices are quoted and deals are publicly 
reported. The lack of detailed knowledge is prevalent in the property market. The 
peculiar characteristics of real property, like fixed location and uniqueness, and the 
relatively small number of real property transactions further accentuates the problem. 
Furthermore, paying for professional advice cannot completely overcome the problem 
o f the lack of knowledge. The professional advice of valuer can help to interpret the 
market condition, but his valuation is likely to be subjective to a certain degree. 
Perhaps the most important consideration leading to the lack of knowledge in 
the real property market is the complexity and diversity of property interests. The 
complexity of property interests makes it essential for buyers and sellers to 
commission professional valuers and solicitors in making transactions. The cost of 
these expert services, together with the lengthy period of the sale process, discourages 
short term trading, and causes price to react to fundamental economic changes more 
slowly. 
The very nature of real property has made each property interest unique and 
different from the others. The diversity of property interests, particularly with respect 
6 Harvey, J., Urban Land Economics, London: Macmillan Education Ltd, 1989, pp. 20. 
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to location, provides sellers with an element of monopoly power. The absence of 
close substitute property interests and lack of market knowledge may enable the seller 
to achieve a price higher than its market value. 
Generally speaking, there is freedom of entry into the real property market. 
However, the large sums of money required for direct property investments may 
prevent many individuals from entering the market, owing to the lack of capital 
resources. 
In comparison with stocks and shares, real property interests are highly priced 
and indivisible. This results in the property market, especially in the commercial and 
industrial sectors, being dominated by a relatively small number of financial 
institutions and property companies. In the housing sector, private individuals tend to 
have more direct influence. 
From the above observations, the real property market falls far short ofall four 
major requisites for a perfect market. As a result, price signals may not work at ftill 
efficiency, and adjustments in supply and demand are sluggish. Such imperfection, 
however, does not preclude the possibility that the property market is broadly 
‘efficient,, which suggests that property prices accurately reflect all relevant available 
knowledge/ By and large, property prices do respond, albeit sluggishly, to changes in 
market conditions. 
7 Fraser, W.D., Principles of Property Investment and Pricing, London: Macmillan Education Ltd, 
1989, pp. 123. 
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Theory ofEconomic Rent 
The concept of rent was developed by David Ricardo in the early nineteenth 
century. In economic theory, the term ‘rent，is applied to payment made for factors of 
• g 
production, which are in imperfectly elastic supply, with land as the main example. 
In such case, the payment is known as ‘economic rent，or ‘surplus，because it does not 
result from any effort or activity on the part of the landowner. Rather, the economic 
rent is determined solely by demand with the fixity of supply of land. 
As shown in Figure 2.1, the earnings of land are POMN when demand is D. 
These become PjOML when demand is Dj. In fact, however small the demand and 
earnings are, the total supply of land is still the same. Therefore, the opportunity 
cost of supplying land is zero. As a result, all the earnings of land as a whole are an 
excess over opportunity cost. 
FIGURE 2.1 
EARMNGS OF PURE LAND 
Price 5 
, - - -^ 
— x C 
01 J 
M Quantity of 'pure' land 
demanded and supplied 
Source: Harvey, J., Urban Land Economics, London: Macmillan Education Ltd, 1989, pp. 35. 
8 Stonier, A.W. and Hague, D.C., A Textbook ofEconomic Theory, 5 th ed., London: Longman Group 
Ltd, 1980, pp. 309. 
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In land economics terms, commercial (or market) rent can be regarded as the 
residual after deducting the expected cost of the optimally employed co-operating 
factors of production from the revenue expected from using land for its most 
profitable use.^ According to this definition, commercial rent is the total retum to or 
earnings of pure land, and comprises two elements. One is the transfer earnings, 
which are a sort of opportunity cost reflecting the maximum amount that landowner 
can eam by putting his land to some other use. The other one is the economic rent, 
representing the premium above transfer earnings derived from the most profitable 
use. 
Rent is, therefore, paid when potential users of land consider that the revenue 
earning potential of the land exceeds all factor costs, including profit, and when 
competition exists between users for possession of the land. Consequently, no rent 
will be paid for land, which is incapable of profitable use, or where there is no land 
scarcity. Moreover, the amount of rent paid is determined by the surplus expected 
from using the land for its most profitable use. 
Figure 2.2 shows the cost and marginal revenue eamed when a package of 
optimally combined variable factors is employed with land. The optimal amount of 
capital to employ is OX units. The surplus of revenue over cost from using the land, 
or the economic rent of the land, is represented by QYP. If the revenue curve shifts 
upwards as a result o fa r i se in price, or if the cost curve falls, the amount ofeconomic 
rent will increase. 
9 Fraser, W.D., op. cit., pp. 183. 
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FIGURE 2.2 
ECONOMIC RENT AS A SURPLUS 
y ^ ^ N ^ R p 
Q Economic rent ^ s ^ 
\ v (Cost/unitof 
p ^S^ variahlp 
P \ factors) 
Total factor cost ！ 
• X (Units ofvariable 
factors) 
Source: Fraser, W.D., Principles of Property Investment and Pricing, London: Macmillan 
Education Ltd, 1989，pp. 188. 
Frona the above analysis, commercial rent is what has to be paid by a 
particular user to prevent the land from going to some other user. That user, which 
can outbid all others, will secure the land. In the long run, land will, within the 
geographical framework as well as government restrictions and subject to the 
imperfection of real property market, move to its most profitable use. 
In 1826, Johan von Thunen, a German economist，formulated a model of land 
use and prices. The model suggests that rent-paying capacity is a function of transport 
cost, and thus distance from market. A land user, who prefers being close to market 
to minimise transport costs, will be prepared to pay a higher rent for a more central 
location. With homogeneous land, the land-use pattem is one of concentric zones 
around the central market, nearness to the centre depending on transport costs relative 
to land value. It is, therefore, land use that determines land value, and not vice versa. 
14 
An underlying assumption of the above model is that demand for land is 
related to its location in an urban setting. In economics terms, the advantages of a 
particular urban location is known as 'accessibility'. It refers to the benefits that a 
given location can offer, in terms of movement, convenience and amenity. 
Business users tend to locate near the centre of the urban area, the central 
business district, where general accessibility is the greatest. The central business 
district can offer not only savings in transport costs and travelling time, but also 
benefits of high revenue-earning capacity, convenience and supply of labour/^ This 
is further reinforced by the advantages of special accessibility, being the existence of 
'clustering' of similar activities within the urban land-use pattem produced by general 
accessibility. The external economies of scale in the central business district can help 
to tap one another's market and to enhance the reputation of the locality for a 
particular good or service through the greater choice offered to customers/^ 
By substituting accessibility for transport costs, it is possible to apply the von 
Thunen model to urban areas. Basically, the locational pattem of land use in an urban 
area is a reflection of demand for and supply of land. Through a process of 
competition, the land will be secured by that use, which can extract the greatest retum 
from the accessibility advantages, because it can offer the highest rental bid. Thus, a 
broad zonal arrangement focused on the centre emerges since similar or functionally-
related activities locate at the same distance from the centre of the urban area, with 
12 
other uses being excluded. 




Literature on Determinants of Shopping Centre Rents 
Rent is the price of occupying real property, and is determined by occupational 
demand and supply of property for lease. As in case of all factors of production, the 
demand for business property depends on its ability to produce goods and services 
when combined with other factors. It is, therefore, a derived demand, derived from 
the demand for its products. 
Empirical studies on the determination of market rent have mainly focused on 
the office and residential sectors, with relatively little research conducted on the retail 
sector. A recent study by Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans^^ provided an analysis of 
variations in rents across leases in shopping centres in North Carolina. The study 
identified some important determinants of retail rents from a leasing aspect. 
One ofthe interesting findings in their study is the implication on rental levels 
in adopting ‘overage rent,, better known as 'tumover rent, in Hong Kong, in retail 
leases. Under this arrangement, the total rent payable is made up of two components: 
a base rent and an overage provision, ‘that calls for a contingent rent payment based 
on a percentage of the tenant's gross sales above some threshold level'. The use of 
this lease arrangement can have three advantages. The overage rent approach is a 
method of transferring risk from tenants to landlords, who are usually in a more 
financially capable position to sustain in a poor market. In addition, the landlord now 
has a greater incentive to maintain and promote the shopping centre as well as to 
13 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, C.F., Retail Leasing: The Determinants of Shopping 
Center Rents, AREUEA Journal, 18, 3’ 1990, pp. 302-312. 
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create an optimal tenant mix because his rental revenues rise with the sales oftenants. 
Third, the overage rent can serve as a hedge against inflation for landlord, with the 
rental incomes tying with the purchasing power. In a competitive market, landlord 
pays for a call option on sales of tenant by reducing the base rent. This argument is 
supported by the negative relation between base rent and percentage rent rate in the 
regression analysis. 
The study also examined three different types of tenant on their rent-paying 
capacity; the national chain stores, such as supermarkets or chemist stores, that act as 
an anchor tenant in providing a shopping centre with both sales stability and customer 
drawing power; the local chain stores, such as apparel shop, which have moderate and 
fairly stable sales; and finally the independent store that has both uncertain sales and 
financial stability. In general, it is expected that tenants with strong customer drawing 
power will be given discount on market rent by the landlord so as to attract their 
presence in the shopping centre. The negative coefficient for the national chain store 
variable of the regression model strengthened this claim. 
However, there are shortcomings in the above analysis. If price discrimination 
according to tenant quality exists in shopping centres, it is presumably reflected in 
‘total，rental liabilities, rather thanjust in base rent.^^ The second paper by Benjamin, 
Boyle and Sirmans^^ attempted to further analyse the effects of various lease 
provisions on the total rent liability of retail tenants. First, indices of total rent 
14 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, C.F., Price Discrimination in Shopping Center Leases, 
Journal of Urban Economics, 32, 1992, pp. 301. 
'^ Ibid, pp. 299-317. 
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liability were made the dependent variable, instead of base rent. Second, the relative 
contributions of the lease provision variables were quantified in rent setting. 
The results of the latter study showed that chain tenants, with lower default 
probability and customer-traffic generating potential, used to enjoy lower total rent 
liability. However, it was somewhat surprising to find that the presence and 
prevalence of lease provisions had relatively little effect on rent liability. As 
expected, rents declined significantly as the amount of space leased increased. In 
addition, rent liability had a positive relation to the size of shopping centres. 
Similarly, Sirmans and Guidry^^ undertook a detailed study of the 
determinants of rent variation across shopping centres in Louisiana. By means of 
regression analysis, key determinants of retail rent were identified. The study also 
tested the significance of a number of factors, including customer drawing power, 
architectural design, location and general economic conditions, as below: 
(2.1) Rent 二 f(Draw,Design,Loc,Mkt) 
Three variables were used in this study to quantify the customer drawing 
power of shopping centres. They included the size and age of shopping centre as well 
as the presence of a national anchor tenants. The parameter coefficient for size was 
found to be positive and significant, indicating that large shopping centres demand 
higher rents in the marketplace. The negative relation between age and rent might 
16 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., The Determinants ofShopping Center Rents, Journal ofReal Estate 
Research, 8, 1’ Winter 1993, pp. 107-115. 
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reflect that newer, more modem facilities could have greater drawing power of 
customers, thus extracting higher rents from tenants. Rents were higher when an 
anchor tenant with a national origin was located at a shopping centre. 
In addition, the study revealed that rents did vary with building configuration, 
with the mall design yielding the greatest rent. Locational factors and traffic count 
were also important in the determination of retail rents. Areas of recent economic 
development were more attractive to shoppers when compared with older sections of 
the urban areas. A positive and significant relation was established between high 
vehicular flow areas and rents. Finally, market conditions, reflected by vacant space, 
time trend variables, population and per capita income, indicated that deteriorating 
economic conditions adversely affect rents charged by landlords. 
The above empirical studies have shown that the presence of an anchor tenant 
should enhance the consumer drawing power of a shopping centre and result in rental 
rate increase relative to similar centres without anchor tenants. Gatzlaff, Sirmans and 
Diskini7 attempted to quantify the size of loss in rental rates due to the loss of an 
anchor tenant in a shopping centre by studying 36 small to moderately sized 
neighbourhood shopping centres located in Florida and Georgia. Consistent with 
Sirmans and Guidry, the rents were assumed to be related to customer drawing power, 
18 . 
market conditions and locational characteristics , that is: 
(2.2) Rent 二 f(Dmw,Market,Location) 
17 Gatzlaff, D H., Sirmans, G.S. and Diskin, B.A., The Effect of Anchor Tenant Loss on Shopping 
Center Rents, Journal ofReal Estate Research, 9, 1’ Winter 1994, pp. 99-110. 
18 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., op. cit., pp. 100. 
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Whereas the size of shopping centre was found not to have statistically 
significant relationship with retail rent, the age of shopping centre was negatively 
correlated to rent at 5% significance level. Of particular interest is the measure of 
percentage decline in rents that resulted from the loss of an anchor tenant. The study 
found that the loss of an anchor tenant would cause an average decline of rent by 
26.14%. 
Carter suggested that this phenomenon is related to the external economies or 
inter-store externalities offered by anchor stores.^^ Anchor stores tend to have 
substantial customer drawing power to appeal customers to buy goods and services 
not only at their own stores, but also at nearby non-anchor stores as well. While non-
anchor stores benefit a great deal from being in a shopping centre with anchor stores, 
anchors benefit less than the non-anchors from this setting. Hence, the loss or absence 
of anchor stores in a shopping centre would suppress the non-anchor store sales, and 
causes retail rent to decline. 
In order to prove the existence ofbusiness value, Fisher and Lentz^^ conducted 
an empirical test toexamine the extent ofbusiness value applied to shopping centres. 
The study found a positive relationship between the renewal dummy variable and 
rental levels. Fisher and Lentz interpreted this relationship as being attributable to 
business value. 
19 Carter, C.C., Measuring the Benefits ofAnchors to the Shopping Center, Real Estate Review, 25，1, 
SoPrFTsLlr99j^^Pa^ Lentz, G.H., Business Enterprise Value in Shopping Malls: An Empirical Test, 
Journal of Real Estate Research, Vol. 5’ No. 1’ Spring 1990, pp. 167-175. 
20 
21 22 • However, Karvel and Patchin as well as Miller, Jones and Roulac pointed 
out that there could be other possible explanations for such a 'renewal premium'. The 
premium can be regarded as discount being made to encourage new enterprises to 
locate in a particular shopping centre. First, relocation has both direct and indirect 
costs associated with it. There are obviously various transaction and agency costs in 
negotiating a new lease. Tenants also have to incur extra fitting-out costs and direct 
costs in moving to a new location. Yet they are highly motivated to stay in a place 
where they have familiar customers, suppliers, employees and operating environment. 
Finally, there exists the opportunity cost of lost business, certainly during the move 
and possibly afterwards, depending on the relocation choice. 
Whether to treat the gap between renewals and new lettings as business value, 
incentives to prospective new tenants or advantages of removal costs and the value of 
existing relationships to an existing tenant, it seems that such a gap does exist. 
Landlord is, therefore, expected to take the benefit of this gap to demand higher rent 
from the existing tenants in the lease renewal negotiation. 
Rating and Valuation Department of Hong Kong 
The foregoing empirical research studies have established a solid framework 
for analysing the major determinants of retail rents. In the 1994/95 General 
21 Karvel, G.R. and Patchin, P.J., The Business Value of Super-Regional Shopping Centers and Malls, 
AppraisalJournal, 60, 4, October 1992, pp. 453-462. 
22 Miller, N.G., Jones, S.T. and Roulac, S.E., In Defense of the Land Residual Theory and the Absence 
o f a Business Value Component for Retail Property, Journal of Real Estate Research, 10, 2’ 1995, pp. 
203-215. 
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Revaluation, the Rating and Valuation Department of Hong Kong has introduced 
linear regression model to assist in determining the rateable values o f the tenement in 
the new valuation list. To facilitate this revaluation exercise, the Department has built 
regression model for a particular type of property by examining the key determinants 
in each case. The rateable value of a tenement is derived by applying the model to 
estimate its rental value. 
The basic model used for retail shops is as follows: 
(2.3) L n $ R e n W = a + EbiLnX； + EciY； + Zd {L, 
where Ln$Rentm^ = the logarithm of the rent $m^ internal floor area. 
Xi 二 continuous predictor variables, such as internal floor area, 
$m^ current rateable value, depth, headroom and ancillary 
value, which are transformed by taking the natural 
logarithm. 
Yj = continuous variables, such as year built and time, which are 
not transformed with logarithm. 
Zj 二 dummy variables, such as street and location. 
In addition to the street and location variables, the Department has compiled a 
list of 88 predictor variables for retail shop, with the current rateable value being the 
main predictor of the dependent variable. 
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After an estimate of rateable value of a tenement is generated, it would be 
checked against the opinion of professional valuer. Adjustment can then be made to 
reflect the physical attributes of the tenement. In the 1994/95 General Revaluation, it 
is estimated that about 50% of the computer estimates require human adjustments. 
According to Mr. D.R. Stevenson, Rating Advisor, Rating and Valuation Department 
of Hong Kong, an estimated value that falls within 15% of the actual value is 




The literature review in Chapter II lays the foundation for the current study of 
rent determinants of retail shops in shopping centres. In this chapter, an empirical 
model and various important attributes of retail shop lease are developed in line with 
previous works in United States and Hong Kong. Based on the lease information 
from nine shopping centres located in the central business district of Hong Kong, the 
more significant rent determinants can be identified and analysed by multiple linear 
regression. 
Empirical Model 
As indicated in Chapter II, the various empirical studies of United States 
shopping centres and the mathematical model developed by the Rating and Valuation 
Department of Hong Kong have demonstrated that retail rents in shopping centre are 
related to a number of variables, reflecting the physical, locational market and 
contractual attributes. 
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This study analyses the demand of retail space in shopping centres located in 
Central, the central business district of Hong Kong, by multiple linear regression. It 
aims to identify the underlying factors affecting shopping centre rents, and to compare 
their relative impact on demand. Basically, shopping centre rents can be expressed as 
a function of three types of factors, namely physical, business and lease factors. In 
functional form, it can be expressed as: 
(3.1) Rent 二 f (Physical, Business, Lease) 
In this study, the various attributes of a retail tenancy in a shopping centre are 
divided into three categories. The physical factors include the features and parameters 
associated with retail shops and shopping centres. The business factors are concerned 
with the country of origin, business trade and type of organisation of the tenants. 
Finally, the lease factors refer to the contractual obligations of tenant under the lease. 
The inclusion of the business factors is intended to examine any influence on 
shopping centre rents exerted by different tenants due to their background, trade and 
business strategy. Although the implication of having an anchor tenant in a shopping 
centre has been substantially documented, the effect of the non-anchor tenants on rent 
is seldom explored. In the previous studies, the rent bidding potential of the non-
anchor tenants are assumed to be indifferent. Such an assumption may overlook the 
leasing strategy of different types of tenant, affecting the ideal tenant mix of shopping 
centres and undermining the rent generating ability of their retail units. 
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The multiple linear regression approach is adopted in this study to examine the 
determinants of retail rent. By means of regression analysis, not only can retail rent 
determinants be identified, but also their individual effect on rent be quantified. The 
dependent variable and some independent variables are given by the natural logarithm 
values of the raw data. The model has, therefore, undergone a logarithmic 
transformation. The general multiple linear regression, with the normal error term, 
takes the form as shown below: 
(3.2) Yi = bo + biXii + b2Xi2 + …+ bnXin + e； 
where Yj 二 the ith value of the dependent variable Y 
bo, bi, b2,…，bn 二 the unknown coefficients to be estimated 
Xik = the ith value of the independent variable X^ 
ej = the ith value of the random error term 
To test whether there is a linear relationship between the dependent variable 
and the independent variables is equivalent of testing the null hypothesis Ho against 
the alternative hypothesis Hj where: 
( 3 . 2 ) Ho： 6 0 二乜 1 =、二丨 =乜 0 二 0 
Hi： Notal lh>k(k=l,2, ...,n) = 0 
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If the model has a probability associated with the F-statistic being smaller than 
the pre-set level of significance, the null hypothesis Ho is rejected and the alternative 
hypothesis Hi is accepted. This implies that the soundness of the statistical 
relationship between the dependent variable and independent variables can be assured 
to that level of significance. Otherwise, the null hypothesis Ho is accepted, which 
means the proposed regression relationship does not hold. 
Moreover, the coefficient estimate, b^, of each independent variable, X^, also 
needs to be tested: 
(3.3) Ho： bk = 0 
Hi： • bk^O 
If the probability of the t-statistic of bk is smaller than the pre-set level of 
significance, the null hypothesis Ho is rejected and the alternative hypothesis H^ is 
accepted. This means that the value of b^ is statistically different from zero. 
Otherwise, the null hypothesis Ho is accepted, implying that the value of b^ is not 
statistically different from zero. 
Having established a regression model, it is necessary to determine how well 
the model can explain the relationship between the dependent and independent 
variables. The goodness of fit of a linear regression model is often measured by the 
coefficient of determination, R l If there is no linear relationship between the 
dependent and independent variables, the value of R^ is zero. If all the observations 
fall on the regression line, the value ofR^ is equal to one. 
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Since the value of R^ can always be improved by including a large number of 
independent variables in a regression model, a modified measure, known as 'adjusted 
coefficient of determination,，incorporates the effect of including additional 
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independent variables in a multiple regression model. The adjusted R means 
'adjusted for degrees of freedom'. 
Definition ofVariables 
Three categories ofattributes describing a retail tenancy in shopping centre are 
tested in this study. These include the physical, business and lease factors. Table 3.1 
presents the variables examined in the regression analysis. 
Dependent Variable 
The dependent variable, LRENT, is the logarithm of the average monthly rent 
for the retail shop, in $ per square foot, over the duration of the lease term. For a lease 
subject to turnover rent provision, LRENT is the logarithm of the average rent rate 
paid by the tenant in 1994. The use of the logarithm of rent follows Sirmans and 
Guidryi as well as Gatzlaff, Sirmans and Diskin' to smooth out the variations ofrent 
and improve the R^ ofthe regression model. 
1 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., The Determinants ofShopping Center Rents, Journal ofReal Estate 
Research]%, l , W i n t e r l 9 9 3 , p p . l l 0 . . 了 
2 Gatzlaff, D H Sirmans, G.S. and Diskin, B.A., The Effect of Anchor Tenant Loss on Shopping 
Center Re^s, Journal ofReal Estate Research, 9, 1’ Winter 1994, pp. 102-103. 
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TABLE 3.1 
DEFmiTION OF VARIABLES 
Variable Expected Sign Definition ofVariable 
Dependent Variable 
LRENT N/A Logarithm of monthly rent in $ per sq.ft. 
Independent Variables 
LSIZE - Logarithm of size of retail shop in sq.ft. 
FRONT + Frontage of retail shop in ft. 
REXPT + Retum frontage of retail shop in ft. 
ALEVEL - Absolute value of difference in levels between the 
floor where the retail shop is located and ground 
floor. 
GFLOOR + Retail shop on ground floor 二 1, otherwise == 0. 
ACCPT + Retail shop with 2 or more access points = 1, 
otherwise = 0. 
PROACC + Retail shop with entrance fronting or near to a 
staircase or entrance to shopping centre = 1, 
otherwise == 0. 
FBSUB + Retail shop situated on the floor with footbridge 
or subway connected to other buildings 二 1, 
otherwise = 0. 
HGT + Height of retail shop in ft. 
AGE - Number of years since the shopping centre was 
completed. 
LRSIZE + Logarithm of size of shopping centre in sq.ft. 
LOSIZE + Logarithm of size of office space in sq.ft. above 
the shopping centre. 
CPARK + Number of car parking spaces in the development 
where the shopping centre is located. 
MTR + Existence of MTR entrance under or adjacent to 
shopping centre 二 1, otherwise 二 0. 
TAXIST 十 Existence of taxi stand adjoining a shopping 
centre = 1, otherwise = 0. 
HK ？ Hong Kong as country of origin of tenant 二 1， 
otherwise = 0. 
ASIA ？ Tenant domiciled in an Asian country = 1, 
otherwise =: 0. 
EUR ？ Tenant domiciled in a European country 二1, 
otherwise 二 0. 
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TABLE 3.1 (Continued) 
DEFINITION OF VARIABLES 
Variable Expected Sign Definition ofVariable 
USA . ？ Tenant domiciled in United States 二 1, otherwise 
= 0 . 
BANK + Bank and financial institutions = 1, otherwise 二 
0. 
CLOTH + Boutiques, fashion outlets and sports stores =1， 
otherwise = 0. 
DEPST - Department and convenience stores 二 1, 
otherwise = 0. 
EE ？ Cameras, computer equipment and software, 
consumer electronics and home entertainment 
products stores 二 1, otherwise 二 0. 
LSTY + Gifts, toys, home furnishings, optical goods, 
books and stationery shops 二 1, otherwise = 0. 
LX + Antiques, arts products, jewellery, watches and 
leather goods shops = 1, otherwise = 0. 
j ^ S T - Restaurants and catering outlets 二 1，otherwise 二 
0. 
SMARK - Supermarkets = 1, otherwise 二 0. 
pp jY ？ Private company tenants = 1, otherwise = 0. 
SrKGLE . + Single outlet tenants 二 1, otherwise = 0. 
ICHAD^ - International chain tenants = 1, otherwise 二 0. 
TERM - Duration oflease term in months. 
RENEW + Rent determined in renewal of existing lease = 1, 
otherwise = 0. 
REVIEW ？ Rent determined in review under current lease = 
1, otherwise = 0. 
RINDEX + Jones Lang Wootton Central Retail Property 
Rental Index. 
jj]^YT - Number of individual retail shops incorporated in 
a single lease. 
TENNUM - Number of leases held by a single tenant in all 
shopping centres included in this study. 
PCRENT + Percentage-of-sales rental rate for lease with 
turnover rent provision. 
THRESH ？ Base rent for lease with turnover rent provision. 
SERVC ？ Service charge payable by tenants in shopping 
centre. 
RFPER + Rent-free period in months given to tenants in 
new lettings or renewals. 
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Physical Factors 
The physical factors comprise the physical characteristics related to retail 
shops and shopping centres. The features ofaparticular retail shop in shopping centre 
are identified by LSIZE, FRONT and RETFT. Its locational and accessibility 
attributes are reflected by ALEVEL, GFLOOR, ACCPT，PROACC and FBSUB. 
On the other hand, the customer drawing power of a shopping centre is 
measured by HGT, AGE, LRSIZE and LOSIZE. The accessibility of the shopping 
centre is revealed by CPARK, MTR and TAXIST. 
Within the nine shopping centres under study, there does not exist an anchor 
tenant of critical mass to generate substantial customer drawing power. Hence, this 
variable is omitted in this study. 
Business factors 
The business factors are related to the nationality, business trade and type of 
business organisation of the tenants. The country of origin of tenants are classified 
under four main geographical locations, namely HK, ASIA, EUR and USA. The 
trades of the tenants are divided into eight categories, including BANK, CLOTH, 
DEPST, EE, LSTY, LX, REST and SMARK. Listed company tenants are 
differentiated from PRIV. SINGLE and I C H A ^ are also distinguished from local 
chain tenants. The above factors are employed to test whether the characteristics of 
tenants will exert any influence on the rental level of retail shops. 
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Lease factors 
The last category of factors being examined in this study is related to the 
provisions and obligations derived from the lease contract between the landlord and 
tenant. These factors are devised to describe a number of features of the lease and 
their probable relationship to rent. 
TERM and RFPER represent for the duration of tenancy and the grace period 
offered by the landlord to tenants for fitting out or carrying out improvement works. 
The retail property market condition in Central is reflected by RINDEX. RENEW 
and REVIEW are used to test whether there is any difference in rent achieved under 
each situation. UNIT and TENNUM are set to examine the bargaining power of 
tenants within the shopping centres owned by the single landlord. The significance of 
turnover rent is studied by PCRENT and THRESH, SERVC accounts for the 
additional charge payable by tenant of a retail shop to make up the total occupation 
cost. 
Sample Data 
A sample of 405 leases are compiled for studying the shopping centres in the 
central business district of Hong Kong. The data are associated with the retail 
tenancies located within nine prime commercial buildings in Central owned by a 
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single landlord, and were entered during the period between 1991 and 1994.3 The 
descriptive statistics for the data set are presented in Table 3.1. 
The sample covers some 552,361 square feet of retail space. The average 
shopping centre contains some 140,000 square feet, and has an age of 21 years. The 
mean retail shop has a lettable area of about 1,364 square feet with a frontage of 27 
feet, and commands an average rental rate of$152.66 per square foot. 
Most of the tenants are based in Hong Kong, and belong to the category of 
private company. Their businesses are mainly related to fashion and luxury goods 
trading. Over 51% ofthem are engaged in local chain operations. 
The average tenancy runs for about 34 months, with a rent free period of 0.35 
month. Most of the rents are determined at the renewal of the current lease. Each 
lease covers 1.13 retail units on average whereas a mean tenant enters into 3.65 leases 
with the landlord. 
3 O f t h e 32 shopping centres in Central, only the tenancy information of these nine shopping centre is 
made available for the current study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
In accordance with the methodology established in Chapter Three, multiple 
linear regression analysis is applied to 405 sets of shopping centre lease data 
available. The results of the regression analysis are presented and discussed in this 
chapter. Besides, some anomalous results of the study are also explored. 
Multiple Linear Regression Model 
The regression results are exhibited in Table 4.1. The regression model is 
made up of 18 independent variables, reflecting the physical, business and contractual 
2 2 
attributes of retail tenancies. It has a fairly high R and adjusted R of 0.7744 and 
0.7639 respectively. All the independent variables satisfy the requirement of 10% 
level of significance, many at the 0.5% and several at the 1% level. The F-test shows 
that the model can meet with the criterion of the 1% level of significance. Thus, the 





Dependent Variable: LRENT 
Analysis ofVariance 
Source Degree of Sum of Mean F-Value Prob > F 
Freedom Squares Square 
Model 18 154.13727 8.56318 73.602 0.0001 
Error 386 44.90870 0.11634 
C Total 404 199.04596 
Root MSE 0.34109 R-Square 0.7744 
Dep Mean 4.79820 AdjR-Sq 0.7639 
C.V. 7.10875 
Parameter Estimates 
Variable Degree of Parameter Standard T for Ho： Prob > |T| 
Freedom Estimate Error Parameter=0 
ESTTERCEP 1 2.300081 0.62279907 3.693 0.0003 
LSIZE 1 -0.165901 0.02395803 -6.925 0.0001 
ALEVEL 1 -0.061320 0.02685304 -2.284 0.0229 
GFLOOR 1 0.884446 0.08115473 10.898 0.0001 
LRSIZE 1 0.128148 0.05152614 2.487 0.0133 
FBSUB 1 0.402232 0.05420920 7.420 0.0001 
MTR 1 0.516434 0.10869231 4.751 0.0001 
CPARK 1 0.002653 0.00082808 3.203 0.0015 
TAXIST 1 -0.183044 0.10742053 -1.704 0.0892 
BANK 1 0.191741 0.11005664 1.742 0.0823 
CLOTH 1 0.155986 0.04810492 3.243 0.0013 
LX 1 0.185732 0.05789426 3.208 0.0014 
REST 1 -0.299428 0.08462813 -3.538 0.0005 
SINGLE 1 -0.167322 0.04853659 -3.447 0.0006 
ICHADsf 1 0.089861 0.05224448 1.720 0.0862 
PJNDEX 1 0.002174 0.00073323 2.965 0.0032 
RENEW 1 0.061970 0.03610549 1.716 0.0869 
UNIT 1 -0.091013 0.03772356 -2.413 0.0163 
SERVC 1 0.092290 0.02923584 3.157 0.0017 
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On the other hand, the accuracy of the rental estimates made by the regression 
model within the various prediction intervals is shown in the following table: 
% Error % Observations 
< 15 98.5% 
< 10 92.3% 
< 5 79.5% 
The high degree of accuracy of the regression model has increased its credibility in 
application. For 98.5% of the observations, the prediction error^ is less than 15%. 
Determinants of Shopping Centre Rents 
The regression model established above provides the base for the analysis of 
the determinants of shopping centre rents in this study. All three categories of the 
attributes of a retail tenancy, namely physical, business and lease factors, have some 
of their characteristic proxies being included in the model. This means that all these 
attributes do have influence on the rental value in drawing up a retail lease. The 
significant determinants of shopping centre rents are discussed in the following 
sections. 
1 o/o Error = (Actual Rent - Predicted Rent)/Actual Rent. 
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Physical Factors 
The regression estimates reported in Table 4.1 indicate that eight of the 
seventeen selected independent variables, that bear a strong relationship with the 
dependent variable, LRENT, come from the category of physical factors. Consistent 
with the findings ofBenjamin, Boyle and Sirmans�，LRENT declines significantly as 
the logarithm of the amount of space leased (LSIZE) increases. This echoes the 
professional practice in that large space occupiers would enjoy a quantity allowance, 
• 3 
in the form ofpercentage discount applied to the rental value, in rental valuation . It 
could be due to the reason that, being a large space user, the tenant can have a stronger 
bargaining power in negotiating the rent with landlord. Furthermore, by letting to 
large space users, the landlord can economise on the use of space because it can 
allocate less space for public circulation. Hence, the landlord is willing to accept a 
lower rent. Since most of the large retail shops are located in the less prominent 
positions, landlord may also accept lower rent to attract the large tenants to take up 
these spaces. From the regression model, a 1% increase in size of retail unit will 
result in a 0.17% drop in rent. 
The absolute value ofthe difference in floor level where a retail unit is located 
and ground floor (ALEVEL) is also found to be inversely proportional to LRENT. 
This implies that retail shops close to ground floor are valued more than those on the 
2 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, C.F., Price Discrimination in Shopping Center Leases, 
Journal ofVrban Economics, 32, 1992, pp. 301. 
3 Rees, W.H. (ed.), Valuation: Principles into Practice, 4th ed., London: The Estates Gazette Ltd, 
1992, pp. 168. 
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other floors. It could be the result of lower pedestrian flows in higher floors despite 
being serviced by lifts and escalators. According to the regression model, an increase 
of one floor level for a retail unit would give rise to a reduction of about 6.13% in 
rental value. 
Associated with ALEVEL, retail unit situated at the ground floor (GFLOOR) 
commands a higher rent than one located on other floors. Again, the level of 
pedestrian flow may be the cause of the phenomenon. There is a heavier pedestrian 
traffic flow on ground floor as quite a large volume of people just walk past or 
through a shopping centre to some other destinations. This helps the ground floor 
shops to enjoy greater visibility compared with shops on other levels, and, hence, 
creates higher values for them. As indicated by the regression model, the rental value 
ofaground floor shpp is 88.44% higher than that of a non-ground floor unit. 
In line with the findings of Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans^ and Sirmans and 
G u i d r y 5 , :RENT is positively related to the logarithm of shopping centre size 
(LRSIZE). Bigger centres usually comprise more retail outlets, and generate greater 
consumer synergy through the operations of economy of scale and retail 
agglomeration. Large shopping centre can accommodate more outlets of the same 
trade, and provide convenience to shoppers in saving time and transport costs. With 
different trade mix, they can also offer retail agglomeration benefit to shoppers, in that 
they can do their shopping under one roof. Thus, more shoppers would be attracted to 
large shopping centres, encouraging tenants to offer higher rents for shops in these 
4 Benjamin, J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, op. cit., pp. 312. 
5 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., The Determinants of Shopping Center Rents, The Journal oj Real 
Estate Research, 8, 1，Winter 1993, pp. 111. 
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centres. The regression has shown that the retail rent would be increased by a margin 
ofO.13% for 1% increase in the size of shopping centre. 
A very special feature of the shopping centres under study is that they are 
usually connected with one another by means of subways and footbridges. The 
existence of these links tends to generate more pedestrian traffic flows on the 
connecting floors and, hence, improve the visibility of and accessibility to the shops 
on these floors. As a result, the rental value of shops located on such floors is 
appreciated. This relationship is identified by the regression model. According to the 
model, the improvement made by the existence of subway or footbridge link 
(FBSUB) accounts for an additional 40.22% of the retail rents. 
As illustrated in Chapter II, rent is a flinction of accessibility. Close proximity 
to entrances to mass transit network will greatly enhance the value of a shopping 
centre. Accordingly, the existence ofMass Transit Railway entrances (MTR) beneath 
or adjoining a shopping centre is found to be significantly related to LRENT. In this 
case, the rents achieved for a shopping centre being in close proximity to MTR 
entrances is found to be 51.64% higher than those of a shopping centre without such 
benefit. 
Another factor associated with accessibility is the number of car parking 
spaces (CPARK) provided in the commercial development where a shopping centre is 
located. Although most ofthese car parks are reserved by season ticket holders, they 
are still able to capture some effect of vehicular accessibility to the shopping centre. 
According to the regression model, CPARK bears a significantly positive relationship 
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with LRENT. However, the addition of one car parking space to a shopping centre 
can only improve the retail rent by 0.27%. 
Contrary to the conventional wisdom, the existence of taxi stands (TAXIST) 
adjacent to a shopping centre not only fails to enhance its retail rent by improving its 
accessibility, but also causes a drop in rental level. This is manifested by the negative 
coefficient estimate of the variable in the regression model. The presence of a taxi 
stand close to a shopping centre drives down the rental value of the shopping centre 
by 18.30%. This can be explained by the fact that taxi stands are usually located in 
less crowded areas to avoid congestion. The neighbouring shops, therefore, are not 
faced with huge pedestrian and vehicular traffic, which undermines their visibility. 
Besides, the taxi stands tend to detour traffic flows, rather than attracting pedestrian 
flows. People tend to avoid the waiting queue, and by-pass the shops. As a result, the 
rental level ofashopping centre adjoining taxi stands will be suppressed. 
Business factors 
Whereas the nationality of the tenants is found not to bear a significant 
relationship with shopping centre rents, the nature of the business oftenant may give 
rise to different rent bidding capability. Banks and financial institutions (BANK) are 
one category of tenants that are found to pay premium rents for securing their 
premises� In the mind oftheir customers, accessibility is one of their prime concerns 
whether to bank with a particular financial corporation or not. Although the size of 
the bank network would has substantial influence, the location of each individual 
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branch also counts. Hence, banks and financial institutions are willing to address this 
concem of their customers by taking the more outstanding shops to provide them 
convenience. In the current study, the financial establishments have the greatest rent 
bidding potential among all the tenants, outbidding some 19.17% above other tenants. 
Another group of trades, that has high rent-paying potential, is related to 
fashion wear (CLOTH). This includes boutiques, fashion and sports outlets. 
Basically, these business operators offer differentiated but similar products to their 
customers. Since these products do not have their distinctive identity, other than their 
brand names, one of the competitive advantages of the operators would be the 
accessibility to capture their target customers. Moreover, as about 45% of the tenants 
in the nine shopping centres are fashion operators, the clustering effect and synergy 
effect of customer drawing power of these tenants would attract them to position 
within the shopping centres. Therefore, fashion operators will also secure the prime 
shops for doing their business by offering high rents to the landlord. It is found that 
this group of tenants pays some 15.60% above normal tenants. 
Traders engaged in the sale of luxury goods (LX), like antiques, art products, 
jewellery, watches and leather goods, tend to be willing to pay premium rent for 
occupying their shops as well. Being non-anchor tenants, the success of these shops 
will depend much on their shop visibility to attract their high consumption potential 
customers. Similar to fashion operators, these tenants will occupy the more 
prominent locations of the shopping centre to promote their business by paying 
premium rent to outbid others. The rents offered by this type of tenants are found to 
be about 18.57% higher than the average. 
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In the shopping centre context, restaurants and catering outlets (REST) can be 
regarded as ‘magnet，shops. Like anchor tenants, these shops can generate pedestrian 
flows by themselves, rather than relying on the surrounding shops for their prosperity. 
They will, therefore, be likely to occupy the less prominent positions as their 
customers will come to find them anyway. By locating in the less accessible 
locations, they actually create pedestrian flows within the shopping centre, and 
promote retail demand externalities to other tenants as well. At the same time, these 
tenants can also help to retain shoppers within the shopping centre by providing them 
a place for resting. The customer retaining characteristic lengthens the average time 
that a shopper stays in the centre, and increases the chance of the shopper in making 
sales. Hence, landlord is willing to attract this type of tenants to the shopping centre 
by demanding lower rents from them. Besides, since most of the restaurants are large 
space users, they will benefit from the quantum allowance as well. This accounts for 
the negative sign of the coefficient estimate of this category of tenants. The catering 
tenants used to enjoy a reduction of29.94% in rental level. 
Other than the nature ofbusiness, the size of a business operation is also found 
to be a determinant of retail rent. According to Benjamin, Boyle and Sirmans^ chain 
tenants used to enjoy lower rent liability because of their lower default risk. However, 
this study has found that single individual business operators (SINGLE) actually have 
a lower rent paying capacity than a local chain business operators. To a chain 
operator, the success of its business is dependent on the profitability of the whole 
chain, rather than individual outlets. For the benefit of chain image and marketing, it 
6 B e n j a m i n , J.D., Boyle, G.W. and Sirmans, op. cit., pp.312. 
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may be willing to outbid other potential tenants to secure a prominent location of a 
shopping centre. Even though this may mean that the particular shop will run at a 
loss, it could enhance its visibility to the target customers and boost the profitability 
of the entire chain. In case of an individual shop operator, it cannot afford to follow 
this strategy as it cannot create any synergy effect from over-bidding for a shop 
premises. It would restrain itself from bidding above a certain rental level so as to 
eam a decent retum from its operations. In this study, it is found that local chain 
operators can afford to outbid single shop operators by 16.73%. 
The international chain operators (ICHAIN) could operate a single or multiple 
outlets in Hong Kong. They usually trade under luxury products that are famous 
world-wide. Therefore, the international chain operators would always like to 
strategically establish in the most prominent outlets in the upper end shopping centres 
to complement their brand images. As a consequence, they need to pay above-market 
rents in order to take these shops. It has been found that international chain operators 
normally have a rent paying capacity 8.99% above local chain tenants. 
Lease factors 
According to Sirmans and Guidry^ market conditions indicated by dummy 
time variables have been found statistically significant. This means that the retail rent 
payable by each tenant depends on the then rental level when the lease is concluded. 
7 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., op. cit., pp. 113. 
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Hence, the market rental level (RINDEX), as represented by the Jones Lang Wootton 
Central Retail Property Rental Index in this study, should have significant influence in 
the negotiation of the rent under lease. Similar relationship has been established in 
this study as RE^DEX is found to bear significant relationship with LRENT. 
Fisher and Lentz8 provided an empirical test that established a positive 
relationship between renewal lease and rental level. A similar fmding is also 
identified in this study. The rental level achieved in lease renewals (RENEW) is 
found to be 6.20% higher than that in new lettings. Rather than attributing it to 
business value, it isbelieved that the existence of the 'renewal premium' would more 
directly be linked to the savings of removal costs and fitting-out expenses, which 
provide the incentives for existing tenants to stay where they are. 
Associated with the quantum ofthe leased area, the number of individual retail 
units (TENNUM), that can be separately leased, is also tested in this study. It is found 
that the number ofindividual units bears a significantly negative relationship with the 
rental level. The greater the number of retail units being incorporated in a lease, the 
greater the negotiation power a tenant have in concluding the deal with the landlord. 
Besides, when the number of individual units increases, the quantum factor will give 
rise to a quantity allowance. In general, the inclusion of an additional unit under a 
lease would amount to a 9.10% reduction in rental level. 
Besides rental liability, tenants are also concerned with other occupation costs, 
such as the service charge. In this study, the effect of service charge (SERVC) on the 
« Fisher, J.D., and Lentz, G.H., Business Enterprise Value in Shopping Malls: An Empirical Test, 
Journal ofReal Estate Research, 5, 1, Spring 1990, pp. 167-175. 
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retail rental level is measured. A $1 increase in service charge is related to an extra 
9.23% increment in retail rent. The rationale behind such a relationship is probably 
associated with the quality of the shopping centre. The level of services demanded by 
tenants in a shopping centre is, of course, in line with the quality of shopping centre. 
The prime shopping centre would require more management and promotional 
operations in order to maintain its prestige status. As a result, the amount of service 
charge in such shopping centre tends to be higher. On the other hand, tenants located 
in the less prime shopping centre would accept a lower standard of services, in retum 
for paying a lower service charge that is in proportional to the rental level. Were they 
to expect a better standard of services, they would have positioned themselves in a 
prime shopping centre instead. 
A n n m a l o i l S Results 
According to Rees^ " m e r c h a n d i s e display is an important factor in retailing". 
It is, therefore, expected that frontage (FRONT) and retum frontage (RETFT) should 
both enhance the rental level of retail shops. These relations do not seem to exist. 
The reason may be due to the fact that shops with large frontage or retum frontage are 
large in size, and tend to be located in the less prominent areas ofthe shopping centre, 
which are less attractive to tenants. Landlord may not demand extra remuneration for 
the huge display area in order to attract tenants to take up these large units. 
9 R e e s , W . H . ( e d . ) , op. cit., p p . 1 6 6 . 
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The study ofSirmans and Guidry^' has found that the customer drawing power 
ofashopping centre as reflected by its age (AGE) bears a significant negative relation 
with rent. This claim is not supported in this study. Perhaps the planned 
refurbishment programme and regular maintenance schedule have extended the 
economic life of the ageing shopping centres so that they still can compete effectively 
with the newer centres. 
In line with the findings ofBenjamin, Boyle and Sirmans", it is found that the 
duration of a lease term (TERM) is not significantly related to rental level. 
Traditional valuation practice assumes that a longer duration of fixed rent will 
command a higher rent payable. This is because a long review period deprives a 
landlord the opportunity to revert the rent of his property to the market level on a 
more frequent basis. To compensate for the erosion of income by inflation, the 
landlord would ask for a high rent to cover this risk. However, as most of the lease 
terms and review period are within a period of three years, many landlords may 
disregard this factor. 
10 Sirmans, C.F. and Guidry, K.A., op. cit., pp. 111. 




Many empirical studies on the determination of the rent of retail shops have 
emerged from the beginning ofthis decade. These studies, however, focused mainly 
on the rent determinants of shopping centres in United States. In the 1994/95 General 
Revaluation, the Rating and Valuation Department of Hong Kong developed 
mathematical model to estimate the rateable values oftenement in the new valuation 
list. 
In this study, an empirical ^ d e l is estimated using a sample of 405 
commercial leases in the central business district of Hong Kong. These leases are 
related to the retail tenancies in nine prime shopping centres in Central, and were 
entered between 1991 and 1994. 
The model identified 18 significant independent variables from three 
categories, namely physical, business and lease factors. Retail rent bears a significant 
positive relationship with shopping centre size, but is negatively related to the size of 
a retail shop. It is also found that ground floor shops attract premium rent over shops 
on other floors, with shops closer to ground floor achieving higher rents. The 
existence of a subway or footbridge link improves the rent of shops on the connecting 
level significantly. Being close to Mass Transit Railway entrances and provision of 
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more car parking spaces in the commercial building, where a shopping centre is 
located, help to enhance the performance of shopping centre in attracting higher rental 
bids. On the contrary, the presence of a taxi stand adjoining a shopping centre causes 
a drop in rental level. 
Whereas the nationality of tenants is found to have no significant relationship 
with shopping centre rents, the nature ofbusiness accounts for some difference in the 
rent bidding capacity of tenant. Tenants engaged in the provision of financial 
services, as well as trades ofluxury goods and fashion, are likely to offer top rents for 
securing prominent positions in shopping centres. Catering operators, however, pay 
lower rents as they usually occupy the less attractive locations. 
The size of business operations also affects the leasing strategy of tenants. 
Single outlet operators pay lower rental levels when compared to chain operators 
because they cannot create any synergy benefit from over-bidding for a shop 
premises. On the other hand, international chain operators are willing to pay even 
higher rents in order to secure the more prominent outlets in a shopping centre to 
complement their brand images. 
As expected, retail property market conditions have a positive and significant 
influence on the determination of the rent under lease. The existence of renewal 
premium, which includes the savings of removal costs and fitting-out expenses, is 
associated with higher rent being achieved in lease renewals than in new lettings. The 
number of individual retail shops incorporated under a single lease is negatively 
related to shopping centre rents since tenants would have greater negotiation power 
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when more units are under offer. Reflecting the quality of shopping centre, service 
charge is also found to have a positive relationship with rental values. 
Although the regression model developed is statistically significant, it is not 
without drawbacks. Since the shopping centres in this study are all owned by a single 
landlord, it can be argued that the results only reflect the lease policy o f the landlord. 
Furthermore, the geographic limitation of the sample shopping centres may also limit 
the application of the results to other prime retail districts outside Central because the 
requirements ofretail operators in different trading environment may change. 
The current study made a first step in analysing the rent determinants of shops 
in shopping centres in Hong Kong. As a continuation of this study, more shopping 
centre samples under different ownership and in various retail districts should be 
complied for further analysis. 
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